
Would You Like
To Make An

Extra $100 to
$200 a Day,

Working  Less
Than One Hour

a Day, From
Home?



I'm not going to make you any unrealistic 
promises. But I will tell you this: if you don't 
work, you WILL NOT GET PAID! PERIOD!

If you're looking for the Genie of The Universe
to drop money into your lap, then you might 
as well go back to your day job.

There IS a way you can make money from 
home, and in a minute, I'm going to tell you 
how!
But first, let me tell you straight up front: if you don't have time to read this Blueprint all 
the way through, just stop right here, delete this file, and go unsubscribe right now from 
the confirmation email you just used to access this Blueprint.

I don't have time for “tire kickers” and people who can't follow simple written instructions 
and won't do what they're told. If you're one of those “hard-heads” that's got to “do it your 
way” then go do it your way. If doing it your way hasn't been working out for you, then 
maybe you need to listen to someone who has figure out how this works.

I know a lot of so-called “gurus” like to call these things “reports” and “case studies” but 
this is in NO WAY a report or case study.

It's an actual BLUEPRINT that is going to show you, step by step, how to get started making 
money TODAY!

Not tomorrow, not next week, not in the “next 30 days”... I'm talking about TODAY!

But, only, and I mean ONLY if you take action and do the little work necessary to get 
qualified.

Also... if you don't have 2 nickels to rub together to invest in your business, then throw this
away. If you printed it, you wasted paper. If you still have it on your computer, just delete 
it and forget about investing in yourself. Just go back to that job you love.

On the next page, I'm going to give you a simple 3 step formula for getting started making 
money TODAY. I'm also going to give you a template to follow.

Step 1.) Go to http://50dollargiftcards.com/dmsgroup and read the orientation. You can 
get paid 4 ways! Signup/registration is free. Offer qualifications vary. Some of the offers 
are free, and some of them are low cost. The key to getting “qualified” for life is to get a 
FULL 1.0 credit.

For example, the Uber offer is .85 of 1 credit, so you would need another .15 credit to 

http://50dollargiftcards.com/dmsgroup


“round up” to a full 1.0 credit. It's just simple arithmetic.

Or, you could find one of the payday loan offers that has a full 1.0 credit qualification, and 
they're also free to try.

There is also a DirecTV offer that has a full 1.0 value to it, and they offer a $100 VISA card 
as a bonus for signing up and getting satellite TV installed. So, yes, there are lots of free 
offers, low cost offers, and some offers that even offer you money up front to try their 
offers.

The key here is to read the “fine print” and make sure you can qualify for their terms and 
conditions. Some of the merchants will require a trial period, and if you cancel before the 
end of the trial period, your credit will be revoked and you won't be able to promote this 
offer and get paid.

Other merchants will require you to pass a credit check, and some will even require a 
background check, like Uber.

Uber is a great offer because you can make money 2 ways: if you have a 2004 or later 
model 4 door sedan, you can drive for Uber and make money right there in your own home 
town. You would need insurance, registration, and can't drive a junker, and you would have 
to submit a copy of your insurance and driver's license to Uber to qualify as one of their 
drivers.

Or you could apply for a payday loan for a thousand dollars and use it to pay it back to the 
lender and build your credit. Just don't default on the loan, or you'll screw up your credit.

There are over 100 offers in the 50 Dollar Gift Card offer section, and you can find 
something that will appeal to you. Find something you would like to keep, and if you don't 
want to keep it, just make sure you don't cancel early or your qualification will get revoked
and you would have to requalify to get paid.

The key is “getting qualified for life” to “getting paid” for life. Once you're qualified, you 
can make as many UNLIMITED referrals to your account and get paid.

Get Paid 5 Different Ways!
The orientation at  http://50dollargiftcards.com/dmsgroup shows you 4 ways to get paid, 
but there's actually a 5th way, too. In addition to getting paid by Company Check, Money 
Order, Direct Deposit, or PayPal, you can also choose to take your payments in $50 Gift 
Cards.

We have all sorts of gift cards for VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Walmart, even 
restaurants and Starbucks! Most, if not all, of these cards are reloadable if you want to use 
them on a continual basis, but if not, you can always let the balance run out and throw 
them away. Even if they get lost, you're protected, because they're not “tied” to your 
credit report, nor are they in any way connected to your bank account.

REMEMBER: These gift cards are already “pre-paid” with $50 on them when they're sent
to you, so you don't have any risk.

Personally, I like to change up how I get paid. I “order” my money (or my “prize”) each day 
in a different format. Some days I'll take my money in a Gift Card from one of the 
merchants, or a Postal Money Order, or a Direct Deposit to my bank.
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Other days I'll have the company (LFK Products, LLC) send it to me as a PayPal payment like
the one in the picture below:

Here's another pic of a check (and the envelope it came in) just to prove I'm not 
bullshitting you (I've blocked out the routing and account numbers for security 
purposes):

So, yes, these checks are real, the PayPal payments are real, and there is no limit to how 
many of them you can make each day.

You've seen what you need to do in Step 1. Go get registered, and get qualified.

Now...

Step 2.)  Refer others

Step 3.) Get paid!

Okay, so now you're wondering how to refer others, right? You've got the Step 1 and Step 3 
“thingie” 'down pat' don't you? Now, all you need is the “secret sauce” to referring 
others...

Let me start off by saying that you don't need to pester your friends and family. You also 
CANNOT sign anyone up on the same IP connection in your home. You're only allowed ONE 
ACCOUNT PER HOUSEHOLD and if you have 2 or more email addresses on the same IP, all of 
them will be put on hold until you delete the ones you don't want to use, and keep the one 



you do want to use.

Now that we have that out of the way, let's go on and look at how you will refer others.

It's really simple. Remember how you answered my ad to “text” me at my phone number?

Well, you're basically going to do the same thing. When people text you for info, or 
whatever call to action you use, you're going to paste in your reply to them on your cell 
phone, or your computer, and send them your link.

When they text you, you'll have their phone number if you want to follow up with them, 
and I highly recommend you either follow up with them by text or phone to increase your 
conversions.

Simply run your ad on Facebook groups or on Craigslist and have people text you for the 
info. Then send them your link and follow up.

This is the easiest way to make 2 to 4 qualified referrals a day. At $50 a pop, that's $100 to 
$200 a day!

There are days that I have over 100 inquiries come in from my ads, and sometimes I get 10 
or 20 completions a day. That's $500 to $1,000 dollars a day, but those numbers are not 
normal, and I'm not going to promise you that you'll do the same.

Heck, you might even find a venue that will do better than that.

That's it.

That's the 3 step blueprint to making money with 50 Dollar Gift Cards.

I don't know how much easier I could make this.

Get started by signing up at http://50dollargiftcards.com/dmsgroup and read through the 
orientation. Once you've been through the orientation, all you need to do is sign up with 
your email address.

MAKE SURE YOU USE A REAL WORKING EMAIL ADDRESS or you'll get bounced out of the 
system.

And don't use AOL. It's best if you use a Gmail address, because all those free “throwaway” 
email addresses will just slow you down on getting started.

To your success!
Ernest O'Dell – Your Sponsor

P.S. Here's the bonus link to over 200 free advertising sites I told you about in the video: 
Classified Site Directory

P.S. If you want to target qualified buyers with ezines, watch this video:==>> DOE

http://ca2d9arligqqus0hn3lqups013.hop.clickbank.net/
http://makemoneywithernest.com/ushwf/classifieds.html
http://50dollargiftcards.com/dmsgroup

